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Introduction





 

 

ongratulations! If you’re reading this, you’re 
obviously thinking about making a major change 
in your life. You want to look better and feel 

better about yourself. Maybe you want to turn back time and 
erase a few years from your appearance –getting back to the 
way you “used to” look.  Maybe you just want to look better – 
refreshed or maybe less stressed, or more beautiful. Or maybe 
there is something that’s bothered you for years, like a scar or 
something you’ve been born with. There are many reasons 
why people want to enhance the way they look, and they are 
all understandable.  

Here are some of the reasons that I've heard: 
 
I will be attending a special event—a graduation, a family 
or class reunion. 
 
I try so hard, but I still can't get rid of the wrinkles on my 
face. Those “miracle creams” on television are anything 
but a miracle. 
 
I deserve to look better, but the sun has been really cruel 
to me, and I have a lot of sun damage.  
 
My life has been stressful, and it’s taken its toll. 
 
I'm 50 and know I’m looking much older, but I really feel 
like I'm still 30.  
 
I'm getting married, again, and want to look my best. 
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I'm going to a class reunion where everybody is going to 
look at me, and I just don't look like I used to.  
 
Boy, my sister who’s ten years older than me looks much 
better than I do. 
 
My husband left me for a younger woman. 

 
Maybe you can relate to these statements. There might be a 

special event coming up for which you want to look your very 
best, or maybe you've decided to finally embark on a healthier 
lifestyle, or, like so many, you've just been thinking about 
looking better and don't want to look as old as you are. You 
might be exploring options to correct something that makes 
you feel self-conscious, such as age spots, a birthmark, or 
other imperfections. The good news is there are a lot of things 
that you can do that will address your specific issues, while 
boosting your confidence and making you look more 
youthful. And the new treatments are kinder and gentler than 
they used to be, with much less downtime. 

As a doctor, I understand that you may be feeling a little 
worried or uncertain about any rejuvenation procedure. After 
all, it wasn't that long ago that a person had to hide away for 
months after getting a procedure done. Such procedures were 
kept secret, and those who had them done stayed out of the 
public eye until they were healed and completely rejuvenated.  
If you have concerns or fears, I'm happy to tell you that you're 
completely normal. The decision to have any medical 
procedure can be very scary, especially if this is the first time 
you've considered a new procedure.  
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You're likely to have a lot of questions, like: 
 
• Is changing my appearance right for me? 
• Will it work?  
• Can I afford it?  
• Will it hurt? 
• Is it safe?  
• How long will it take to recover? 
• Will there be bandages or drains? 
• What if something goes wrong and I look like Michael 

Jackson afterward? 
 
I wrote this book to provide you with the answers to those 

questions and many more. I want to educate you and let you 
know what you can expect, so you can make an informed 
decision about the procedure of your choice. Most of all, I 
want you to have the knowledge to be comfortable with the 
decision you make.  

I'll talk about the various types of rejuvenation procedures. 
There are many options from which to choose, each with its 
own benefits. When you know the different types of 
procedures, you can select the one that best fits your needs. 
Specifically, I’ll address the following: 

 
1. I'll discuss the history of the procedures, along with 

competitive treatments.  
2. I’ll also talk about technologies and innovations that are 

making the procedures safer, faster, and quicker.  
3. I’ll help you understand what to expect in each stage of 

the process and will even assist you in finding just the 
right doctor for you.  
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Rejuvenation is an extremely safe procedure, and it can 
sometimes be done within a few hours. However, occasionally 
it takes multiple procedures to get things just the way you 
want them.  

Many of the procedures themselves are virtually painless, 
and the aftermath can generally be easily managed with 
nothing more than extra strength pain reliever. For those who 
do need them, stronger medications are available.  

It's also true that anyone can afford rejuvenation with a 
little bit of planning, and it can be successful in addressing 
stubborn problem areas. However, while I can roll back the 
clock, I can't stop the clock from ticking. No kind of 
rejuvenation is permanent, but our understanding of the skin 
keeps increasing and technology is getting better all the time, 
making rejuvenation even more effective and the benefits last 
even longer.  

Rejuvenation can help you gain confidence, boost your 
image in your private and professional life, and make you 
look and feel great. By removing imperfections or flaws and 
improving your appearance, rejuvenation can make you feel 
less self-conscious and boost your self-esteem.  

One of the greatest things my patients say happens after 
they have rejuvenation done is that they suddenly turn their 
friends green with envy. They feel so good about themselves 
when walking down their street. They do things that they 
would never have done otherwise because they're feeling 
younger and healthier. And their friends notice it.  

The biggest regret that I hear—not having done it earlier.  
So why are you waiting? Let's get started and learn how 

rejuvenation and cosmetic surgery can change your life – for 
the better. 



 

 

 

Chapter 1 

My Journey Into Rejuvenation 





 

 

s a doctor, I never expected to do a lot of 
rejuvenation procedures. In fact, it was not my 
intent at all. I actually started doing rejuvenation 

procedures in my medical residency. I remember bringing in 
one of the pharmaceutical representatives who did collagen 
treatments, and the head of my department, Dr. Peter Lynch, 
really got angry with me. He said, "This is the dermatology 
department, Barry; it has rightly nothing to do with cosmetic 
procedures." Now, I've talked to my good friend, Peter, many 
times since that day. In fact, I just developed an app to help 
people diagnose skin disease without a dermatologist. He 
agrees with me that cosmetic procedures are really a viable 
part of the whole spectrum of things that we do as cosmetic 
doctors and dermatologists.  

In fact, there are many doctors playing in this arena. They 
include family doctors and gynecologists. They are medical 
doctors from plastic surgery, head, nose and throat surgery, 
facial plastic surgery, and, of course, dermatology. More 
recently, dentists are becoming involved with fillers and 
Botox, as well. I was trained in the early days by people like 
Dr. James Fulton Jr., who were early pioneers in these 
procedures. Dr. Richard Fitzpatrick, who unfortunately 
recently passed away, and many other brilliant people started 
this whole set of treatments.  

When I finally began my practice, I was greeted with some 
controversy. Plastic surgeons in my area complained about me 
doing these types of procedures. They said that this was the 
property of plastic surgery and felt that such procedures were 
not the role of dermatologists. I let those doctors know about 
my extensive training. I was an internist, with intensive care 
training, and I had plenty of experience in these types of 

A 
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surgical procedures. I also pointed out that I have extensive 
training in Mohs micrographic surgery, which is a 
sophisticated cancer surgery for treating the skin. In addition, 
I have an extremely large amount of expertise repairing the 
real wounds that resulted. So, in my whole career, I had 
amalgamated a lot of my practice, and I started getting into 
these areas.  

Things have changed since I graduated from my residency. 
Then, I was only using a few lasers, and they were very 
primitive. They included the CO2 laser and the neodymium 
laser. Both were machines that could burn the skin. They 
could evaporate tissue, but they did very little in the way of 
rejuvenating the skin. Thank goodness all of that has changed 
and progress has been made. We are now in a day and age 
where we can do things reliably and with very little 
downtime. It's true that we are changing the shape of 
rejuvenation. A lot has changed since 1989 when I graduated 
from dermatology at the University of Minnesota. There have 
been several new developments in the field—some that I 
support and others that I personally prefer to stay away from. 
Of course, all doctors have their own preferences and 
methods.  

In the 1990s, many advances in cosmetic surgery were 
made, and a lot of things were done that transformed 
rejuvenation. In the late 1980s, we saw the emergence of a 
revolutionary new cosmetic procedure using Botox. Botox 
was a material that basically paralyzed muscles by 
interrupting the signal that comes from the nerve to the 
muscles. It was started by Dr. Carruthers from Vancouver, 
and you'll read more about this later on in this book. Dr. Jean 
Carruthers was an ophthalmologist who used the procedure in 
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treating eyes. Her husband walked in one day while she was 
doing the procedure and asked the patient what they liked 
about the procedure. The patient looked at him point-blank 
and said, "You know, I don't really care about this for my eye, 
but I really like the fact that my wrinkles go away." That was 
a life-changing event. Not only did it make a lot of difference 
for the patient, but it also made a lot of difference for the 
Carruthers, as well, because they started using these 
procedures for so many others. At that time, it was scary, but 
now millions and millions have now been treated with Botox. 
In fact, it is the most common cosmetic procedure in the 
world. Its popularity has spawned competitors, with two other 
companies now making similar products. Regardless of who 
makes the product and what it is called, these products will 
get very good results with no changes, so to speak. In my 
mind, you can’t differentiate the results from each other.  

Botox is just one groundbreaking advancement. Since its 
inception, there have been others. I am concentrating more 
heavily on the quality of the skin, so I use lasers to help get 
rid of red spots and brown spots, wrinkles, scars, and skin 
texture changes. I use cosmeceutical agents to also rejuvenate 
the skin and the hair. I use other materials that can really 
make an impressive difference with the skin. One group is 
called filling substances. I've been using these fillers for a 
number of years with excellent results. Later in this book, I 
will elaborate on how I use various treatments, their effects 
and benefits. 
 

 





 

 

 

Chapter 2 

Why is Rejuvenation So Popular





 

 

ejuvenation is so popular in this day and age due 
to one simple fact. Let's face it, there aren't a lot 
of things that really can change people's lives as 

dramatically. A morning or afternoon spent in my office can 
lead to several years—or more—of happiness.  

Procedures like injecting Botox into the skin can slowly 
weaken the muscles which cause wrinkles, and there is so 
much I can do to help fill in areas that lose volume and cause 
the face to age. With so many options, I can really make a 
significant difference in the way people look. And lasers can 
get rid of color and texture changes that make the skin look 
older. 

The result is that people start to look better and feel better 
about themselves. The transformation often only takes a short 
time – as little as a few days. Basically, you can walk into a 
doctor's office for a consultation and within three to four days, 
you will look and feel much better. It may make a lot of 
difference in your love life— because not only can I make 
you look younger and more attractive, but you will also 
experience a boost in confidence and self-esteem. It may also 
make a difference in the way that you feel in your day-to-day 
work environment.  

It can be so profound that it may affect and make a 
difference in the way you react with your children, your 
spouse, or your friends. Basically, for many, I’ve turned on 
the healing process that will really change other aspects of 
their lives.  

For instance, I remember one person who was self-
conscious about their appearance and had previously chosen 
to stay in the background, where they would go unnoticed and 
not attract attention. After the procedure, however, he became 

R 
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more extroverted and willing to put himself in the spotlight, if 
you will. You can imagine the powerful effect this had in 
many areas of his life. This can also apply to you. 

A previously quiet person might become comfortable in a 
leadership role at work. A shy person with low confidence 
might suddenly be apt to go out in public and meet new 
people. Looking better can make a person feel more youthful 
and vibrant, which can impact their relationships at home and 
at work. I've witnessed remarkable transformations in a 
person's confidence and self-esteem after rejuvenation—you 
could say that the procedure rejuvenated their overall outlook 
on themselves.  

Now, many people who get these special procedures are 
preparing for special events. That's all well and good. 
Certainly, if a person is 40 or 50 and wants to look younger, 
these things can help. Events such as these can really be 
traumatic to people. They are now the big 4-0 or the big 5-0, 
and those numbers do make a lot of difference in how people 
believe they look and how they feel about themselves. I, for 
one, have seen thousands of people every year who really 
have a problem with those big dates on the calendar. I 
probably don't need to tell you that we’re in a youth-oriented 
society where visual appearance matters. Any benefit that can 
help you feel and/or look better really will help you in your 
life and your career.  

This is not just true of women, who historically are the 
greatest users of anti-aging lotions, crèmes, and products. 
Men, too, are particularly happy when they are looking at the 
calendar and look as good as their younger compatriots. And 
think of the other benefits. For example, looking younger 
means they might be able to stay in the job force longer, 
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which makes a tremendous difference. In other words, 
rejuvenation procedures are very effective in helping people 
look better and feel better. My goal is to make people aware 
of these procedures, their benefits and present them with 
options they can feel comfortable with and that provide the 
results they want. 

 





 

 

 

Chapter 3 

Common Misconceptions 
About Procedures 





 

 

here are many misconceptions about rejuvenation 
procedures—so many that people often don't 
know what to believe. One person may rave about 

the results they received, while another publicly proclaims 
that the procedure doesn't work at all or is unsafe. For that 
reason, I feel that it is necessary to address some of the most 
common misconceptions about the procedures I perform and 
share my professional experience, knowledge, and 
observations. I believe that every patient should be informed, 
as fully as possible, before they undergo any procedure. They 
should have accurate information that is based on fact, not 
conjecture, opinion, misinformation, or a total lack of 
knowledge.  

That said, let's get started and address those 
misconceptions and replace them with something more 
credible—the facts.  
  

T 
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Botox really doesn't help people look better.  

This is one myth I can fully and readily debunk. It is false. 
I do procedures all the time for people and am highly 
experienced with Botox and its effects. When people have 
Botox injections, the results can be quite significant and 
noticeable. It is amazing when these patients go into a social 
environment and others notice and remark that they look so 
much better. Even people who might not have seen the 
individual for years tell them how much better or younger 
they look. This happened recently when I was injecting at a 
seminar in Las Vegas. One of the people who received Botox 
went home and actually had people walking up to her to tell 
her how much better she looked. It is not because the patient 
did anything differently or used other products, but because 
Botox was doing what it was supposed to do.  

The good news also was that the patient showed no effects 
of having a procedure performed; therefore, those who 
complimented her noticed the results, without any tell-tale 
evidence that tipped them off that work had been done. She 
felt better and looked better. What more could a person want? 

Well, this lady also had her migraine headaches vanish. 
What a great side effect!!!! 
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Rejuvenation procedures are just for the rich 
and famous.  

At one time, many years ago, this might have been true, but it 
is not true today. In fact, nothing could be farther from the 
truth in the 21st century. People of all incomes and from all 
walks of life can get procedures done, and they don't have to 
be rich and famous. The vast majority of my rejuvenation 
patients are average working people who really just want to 
have a little boost in their lives. Advancements in techniques 
and procedures have made this possible for the average 
person. No longer is it necessary to undergo major surgery 
and prolonged recovery periods to look better. People don't 
need to have the luxury of being able to stay off work for 
weeks while they hide away until they are fully healed. 
Today's procedures allow shorter recovery and healing times, 
less invasive procedures, and procedures that are much more 
affordable to the average person. By itself, this is one reason 
why rejuvenation procedures have increased in popularity.  
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Any rejuvenation procedure can replace 
taking care of yourself.  

Again, I can tell you that this is not true. I know for a fact 
that people do better if they do take care of themselves, with a 
healthy diet, healthy exercise, and avoidance of the harmful 
effects of sunlight, especially at the brightest times of the day. 
These things are very important and effective in making 
people look better and feel better. While rejuvenation 
procedures can turn back time, they cannot entirely reverse 
the full damage that might be the result of not taking care of 
our skin and body. The best results are seen in those who do 
take care of themselves on a routine basis. Typically, they 
look younger, have healthier skin, and can stall the signs of 
aging. Even when they do have rejuvenation procedures, 
proper skin care and attention to health can make the effects 
last longer and reduce the areas and/or amount of work 
desired significantly.  
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When you get a cosmetic procedure done, 
you'll look better forever.  

Even a face lift will not make a person look good forever. 
That is because age, genetics, the environment, and the 
elements will continue to take a toll on your appearance—
even if you have cosmetic procedures done. That face lift will 
eventually wear off—most people say they notice that 
happening within three to five years. We can roll back the 
clock, but we cannot stop the clock from ticking. 

The good news is that the sooner you elect to have 
cosmetic procedures performed, the sooner you'll make a 
difference in reducing or reversing your current issues. It's 
also true that the younger you are when you begin having 
treatments, the better you will be at maintaining those 
treatments and their effects. Studies have even proven that 
while cosmetic procedures cannot totally halt the aging 
process, they can minimize aging or prolong signs of aging, 
such as wrinkles.  

There is a medical explanation for this claim. One of the 
causes of wrinkles is sun damage, so the sooner you avoid or 
stop damage from the sun, the fewer problems you'll have in 
the future. Wrinkles are also due to movement, and with 
increasing movement, there will likely be future problems. By 
using materials like Botox at an early age, those problems will 
be reduced. Finally, as we get older, we start to lose volume. 
If you replace that volume, you'll see a significant 
improvement in appearance. So, while no cosmetic procedure 
is totally permanent and lasts forever, cosmetic procedures 
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can help us look our best and stave off potential problems for 
a longer period of time.  

A person really should get multiple cosmetic 
procedures done all at once. 

More is not always better. The quality and effects of one 
cosmetic procedure can surpass multiple procedures, for 
various reasons. It's important for a person to look natural, and 
in this day and age, I think natural good looks are really what 
people want. Less is more. Going overboard with any of these 
procedures does not make much sense to me as a medical 
professional. Instead, I highly recommend combining small 
amounts of one or more various procedures to produce the 
best results possible, not combining multiple major surgical 
procedures. 

When multiple procedures are performed at one time, the 
effect can be too dramatic—leaving a person shocked at their 
appearance. It can also be devastating, creating results that are 
far too drastic for the patient's comfort and wants. To achieve 
the desired results, without unnecessary procedures, I suggest 
that people know how they want to look. 

Ask yourself one question—what is the desired result? It's 
often helpful to bring pictures of the way you used to look so 
your doctor can help identify the procedures that are 
necessary to produce the results you're seeking.  

Adding more, and often unnecessary, major procedures 
doesn't always equate into producing the results one really 
wants and could do the opposite. Adding minor procedures 
together, however, can get amazing results. 
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Botox + fillers + lasers + prp + eyelifts + rejuvenation plans = 
amazing results. 

All doctors who are qualified to perform 
rejuvenation treatments are the same.  

Unfortunately, nothing could be farther from the truth. 
There are many qualified doctors who do rejuvenation 
procedures. However, it is also true that not every doctor does 
them the same. It is certainly not a fact that everybody does 
them correctly and achieves the same results. In reality, there 
is a wide range of doctors who are qualified to perform 
rejuvenation procedures, they have a wide range of skills, and 
just as wide a range of results. 

My highest and best recommendation is for patients to be 
very careful about researching and selecting their procedure 
options, and just as careful, if not more so, about choosing 
their doctor. It is important to meet your doctor before you 
commit to him or her. Talk to them and discuss what's best for 
you. Different procedures will deliver different result, so 
please talk to doctors about the procedure that is ideally best 
for you. Above all, know that not all cosmetic procedures 
produce the same results, and that not all doctors will produce 
the same results.  

Not everyone is a Rembrandt. When you get cosmetic 
procedures, you do not want a Picasso. 
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Only surgeons can perform rejuvenation 
procedures.  

Again, this is not the case. Some very talented physicians 
who are plastic surgeons do rejuvenation procedures, but there 
are also other physicians with other training and specialties 
who also do great cosmetic surgery. For example, I am a 
dermatologist. Surgery is not my specialty; however, I am 
highly qualified and experienced in successfully performing 
rejuvenation procedures. 

However, there are also many doctors who take weekend 
courses and claim to be experts—these you need to avoid. 
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Cosmetic surgery rejuvenation is 100 percent 
safe.  

Nothing in the world is one hundred percent safe. 
Unfortunately, there are only two things that are guaranteed in 
life: death and taxes. While that sounds cliché, it is true. It can 
be dangerous to cross the street or drive across town. 
Everything has some risk associated with it, including the 
food you eat, the products you use, and for some, our careers.   

Cosmetic surgery is no exception. There is always a risk, 
even if it is slight, when any procedure or surgery is 
performed. That risk is different for different people, 
depending on their health and history. Talk to your doctor and 
decide what's best for you.  

Fortunately for all, procedures have gotten safer over time. 
When I saw my first case of liposuction performed by a very 
qualified and excellent plastic surgeon, the patient ended up in 
the intensive care unit and almost died. Now, I routinely 
perform liposuction, and it is much less risky. 
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Nothing can be done about the neck.  

This is one misconception that was once more true than it 
is today. In the past, it was common knowledge that, while 
surgery or procedures could lift sagging skin on the face and 
minimize wrinkles around the eyes, there was little or nothing 
that could be done for the neck. I could see it, as well—a 
person's face looked young and wrinkle-free, while their neck 
told a different tale. The good news is that advancements have 
been made in the type of procedures I can offer and the results 
I can achieve. The truth is, today in the year 2015, there is a 
great deal that can be done to minimize or reduce the effects 
of aging on the neck.  

Certainly, new techniques came out that are even making it 
easier and better for doctors to address this issue, and I’ve 
seen tremendous results in many of our patients. I encourage 
you to talk to your doctor about them.  

Thermage, ultherapy, fractional lasers, pico and nano 
second neodymium yag lasers, etc., have changed all this. 
Yay! 
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If you're having multiple areas done, it's best 
to get them all done at once. 

Let me begin by stating this misconception is similar to, 
but not the same as, misconception number five (a person 
should get multiple procedures done all at once). Number five 
addressed multiple procedures. In this misconception, I 
address multiple areas of the body. I cannot fully endorse or 
refute the claim that it's best to have procedures performed on 
multiple areas at one time. Sometimes this is true, sometimes 
it's not, and sometimes it's best to do things sequentially.  

For example, many of the procedures I do need to be done 
once every month until I get the optimal results. With some 
procedures, one treatment is not enough to get the best results 
for people. Therefore, in this instance, it is impossible to have 
multiple areas completed at the same time. In addition, some 
treatments, like Botox, must be done every four to six months. 
With those procedures, "one and done" is not possible. You 
cannot produce the best or longest lasting results in only one 
treatment.  

These are just some of the most frequent misconceptions 
about cosmetic and rejuvenation procedures. My best advice 
for those who are considering any procedure is to never take 
anyone's opinion or claim as gospel. Always take the time to 
discuss your concerns, beliefs, or any unsubstantiated claims 
or opinions with your doctor, who is the most qualified and 
experienced in providing you with the credible facts and 
information you need to know.  
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You should wait to have cosmetic surgery 
done. 

Wrong. This was a statement made when cosmetic surgery 
was much riskier than it is today. The reason it was said was 
because a person could only truly have two face lifts in their 
life. So, one did not want to burn their bridges before they 
came to them. 

Now, in this new age of cosmetic surgery, procedures are 
preventative and additive. If you start getting Botox in your 
twenties, you may never get wrinkles. If you protect your skin 
from the sun, you will not get the signs of sun damage. 

And if you start procedures early, you really delay the 
signs of aging. The new 40 can truly be the look of a 30-year-
old, and the new 50, definitely 40. 
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No one needs cosmetic surgery. 

I truly wish that was true, but, unfortunately, it's false. I 
recently saw a young woman who was caught in a blazing 
inferno. She had a gasoline can in her car that was leaking. 
When she went to start her car, a spark ignited the gasoline 
and her car exploded into flames. She sustained terrible burns 
to her face, neck, and arms. After a year of extensive laser 
therapy, we have helped make these disappear. 

Another young woman was riding her bicycle in our river 
valley. Someone strung fishing line across her path and she 
rode into it. It resulted in terrible scarring. Fortunately, we 
were able to reverse that, too. 

People are born with horrific birthmarks. Acne often 
leaves terrible scars. Aging also makes a person look old 
when they don’t feel old. We can reverse much of that. 





 

 

 

Chapter 4 

Different Types of 
Cosmetic Surgery Procedures 

Done for Rejuvenation  





 

 

hen cosmetic surgery began, it consisted of 
invasive procedures, all done under general 
anesthesia, just like most other major medical 

surgeries at the time. General anesthesia came with risks, as it 
always does, including the possibility of death, even if that 
possibility was slight. Cosmetic surgery also posed the risk of 
disfigurement, and, largely because it was invasive, it came 
with a fair share of downtime. The patient would have surgery 
and would occasionally have to hide away for an extended 
period of time—weeks, even months—until healing occurred 
and the obvious signs that surgery had taken place had 
disappeared. There were bandages, drainage tubes, and blood 
loss. Simply put, there was a prolonged recovery period. 
Patients were paying for procedures that produced what 
doctors call morbidity (in lay terms, a "diseased state"—in 
this case, a medically-induced one). 

Over 20 years ago, that all changed. It was originally 
thought impossible to make people look better with little 
downtime with noninvasive or minimally invasive procedures. 
In time, though, minimally invasive procedures associated 
with “a little” downtime and “a little” risk began to appear in 
numbers.  

To help you understand the different procedures and what 
they can do, I have distilled all of the non- (or minimally) 
invasive rejuvenation procedures into 10 categories. 
  

W 
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Skin Procedures 

As human beings, our skin and face are really important. 
The many procedures for the face and neck are special 
because the skin and blood supply to those areas are unique. 
This also affects the healing of the skin, which is different 
from other areas of the body. Not surprisingly, different skills 
and procedures are necessary to deal with them. Let's look at 
the problems that are largely those of the face. 

Sun Damage and Aging 

The effects of the sun's ultraviolet rays on our skin take 
many forms, one of which is a simple acceleration of the 
aging process. Many of my patients come to me for help in 
solving (or reversing) what seems to them to be ravages of 
time, but is actually the result of sun tanning over the years. 
Having made that point, I must also admit that, with or 
without the sun, the aging process goes on and cosmetic 
practitioners use many of the same procedures to deal with 
both. Some of the results of aging and sun tanning are 
hyperpigmentation, fine wrinkles, yellowing, rough and/or dry 
skin, and visible facial veins: they're all common causes of 
concern. 

Cosmetics and Cosmeceuticals 

You might think it is strange that a book about 
rejuvenation would have a section on cosmetics. Yet, many 
cosmetic agents have an important role in cosmetic medicine 
because they help doctors do what cosmetic surgery alone 
cannot do. I can perform procedures, but cosmetics enhance 
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and prolong the result of cosmetic surgeries. The late Albert 
Kligman, Professor of the University of Pennsylvania and co-
developer of Retin A, coined the term “cosmeceutical” 25 
years ago to describe the role cosmetics are assuming by 
literally combining “cosmetics” and “pharmaceuticals.” 

There are many who say these cosmeceuticals do more 
than cosmetic companies are willing to admit, because if the 
companies were to demonstrate that their products actively 
affected change in the skin, they might find them reclassified 
as “drugs” and subject to more strenuous regulation. 
Therefore, to avoid stringent regulation and oversight, the 
manufacturers of these products are willing to downplay their 
effects. 

Regardless, the new generation of cosmetic products is 
much different from those of a few decades ago. Back then, 
the primary effect was preventing the skin from losing water; 
in other words, these mixtures of oil and water were merely 
"moisturizers." Today, the products available have active 
ingredients that actively affect how skin looks and behaves. 

It's beyond the scope of this book to go into greater depth 
about the activity of cosmeceuticals and how they work, but I 
can tell you that, from my personal observations, the best of 
these products can be very effective in correcting acne, sun 
damage, hyper-pigmentation, fine wrinkles, yellowing, rough 
texture, dryness and texture changes. For some, their use 
alone is sufficient in delaying the aging process and correcting 
imperfections and skin problems.  

In my practice, I have researched and found some of the 
best of the best, which is why I offer them to my patients. 
Personally, I believe cosmetics and cosmeceuticals are the 
basis on which to build beautiful skin. However, it is also true 
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that you can have beautiful skin without the use of cosmetics 
and cosmeceuticals. 

From Dermabrasion and Microdermabrasion to Lasers 

In the last three decades, there has been an explosion of 
interest in dermabrasion, microdermabrasion, and laser 
therapy. Today, they are effective tools that are commonly 
used to help rejuvenate the skin. 

Not surprisingly, most damage to the skin occurs on the 
surface and in the upper layers of the skin. This is because it is 
these areas that are exposed to the sun, environment, and other 
elements. Many doctors recognized the problems early on and 
developed procedures to deal with skin damages. The earliest 
and most basic of these techniques involves sloughing away 
the top layer of skin by using a fast-revolving wire brush or 
diamond wheel. By removing the old, dead skin, new skin 
growth is promoted. This technique is most often used to treat 
acne scars and wrinkles around the mouth. 

The procedure, however, was technically difficult to do—
so difficult, in fact, that it has largely been replaced by lasers 
and a technique known as laser abrasion. In this technique, 
highly-tuned lasers literally evaporate the top layers of the 
skin. More recently, resurfacing of the skin is done through 
tiny holes. 

An adequately trained esthetician can handle simple 
procedures like microdermabrasion. A well-trained laser 
technician can perform most resurfacing done with lasers. 
However, deeper, more aggressive procedures and treatments 
should be performed by a doctor—and not just any doctor, but 
the best available in the community. 
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The cost of these procedures will vary, according to how 
difficult the procedure is to do and how well trained the 
doctor is. You tend to pay for what you get. 

With simple procedures, there is no downtime. With 
deeper, more invasive procedures, the downtime may be 
considerable. For example, fractional or pro-fractional 
resurfacing has one to four days of downtime. 

Chemical Peels 

Like dermabrasion, chemical peeling is a skin resurfacing 
procedure, but it uses a chemical solution to remove the top 
layers of the skin, which then allows new skin to grow. 
Chemical peels are available in various strengths, with the 
strongest removing more skin, while causing greater chances 
of complications—but potentially greater benefits. 

The mildest chemical peels produce little or no downtime 
but may require repeated use to get the desired results. The 
strongest often require as long as three to four weeks for a full 
recovery, and there are risks associated with removing a 
higher amount of tissue, the risk of infection being the most 
serious. 

Personally, I have found a series of low-strength chemical 
peels to be equivalent to a medium-strength peel, with a 
patient receiving the benefit with little or no downtime. A 
technician can do light peels, but deeper or stronger peels 
require a qualified cosmetic doctor and, in some cases, an 
anesthetist. A weekend course is not nearly enough, even for 
simple peels. 
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Laser Resurfacing 

Lasers can be wonderful tools. In the history of cosmetic 
medicine, there has been a dramatic evolution in the 
understanding of our technology. Some lasers can be entirely 
ineffective, while others can produce incredible results. Never 
assume that just because a clinic offers laser treatment, that 
the lasers are the right kind or in the right hands. I know this 
firsthand—in the past, I purchased lasers that I ultimately 
concluded were useless. For that reason, when you're 
considering a laser procedure, your general investigation of a 
prospective practitioner should also include some questions 
about the actual equipment. 

Laser resurfacing is typically used to remove or improve 
the appearance of fine wrinkles, shallow scars, tattoos, and 
other skin defects. It is a technology that is constantly 
changing and evolving. That said, I must admit that the use of 
lasers does not guarantee a happy outcome. 

Fractional resurfacing is one use of lasers. It has largely 
replaced ablative resurfacing because true ablative resurfacing 
was a substantial procedure with considerable downtime 
required for healing the wounds. In fractional resurfacing, 
columns of energy are going deep into the skin, while the 
surface of the skin remains relatively undisturbed. The result 
is usually little downtime with good to great results. 

Erbium lasers were the first fractionated lasers, and they 
penetrated slightly into the upper layer of the skin. 
CO2 laser fractional resurfacing goes deeper, affecting the 
parts of the skin known as the dermis, and causing new skin 
and collagen to grow. Often, the patient experienced improved 
results. 
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I believe CO2 fractional resurfacing must be done by a 
doctor who has extensive training and has handled at least 
dozens of cases. It is the doctor's experience and 
communications with the world's experts that are key to 
staying abreast of this most current technology and top 
doctors are expensive. Typically doctors who have more 
experience charge a higher rate for their skill and expertise. 
Regardless, be wary of a doctor who offers these services for 
a price that seems too low.  

The cost of laser procedures may vary significantly, 
ranging from as low as $500 to thousands of dollars, 
depending on the doctor and what needs to be done. 

I must warn you, though, that there is one thing that is 
certain: 100% resolution of scars, aging, and sun damage 
cannot be achieved. I like to say that 50 to 80% resolution is 
reasonable and ongoing maintenance is often necessary.  

Lasers have evolved significantly, but remember, they 
remain instruments, and as such are mere tools. They can both 
help and harm. Be sure you know the skill of the doctor using 
them before undergoing laser treatment. 

Botox, Dysport 

No effective treatment for the skin relies on the destruction 
of the surface tissue. All wrinkles, for example, cannot be 
lasered away. One of the most famous of all cosmetic 
procedures, and the one that truly changed modern cosmetic 
surgery, is the injection of botulin toxin into a facial muscle to 
block the nerve signals that tell the muscle to contract. By 
awakening the muscle, this procedure has the effect of 
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smoothing wrinkles in the skin. The effect is temporary, 
usually lasting for a few months. 

Botox was originally used as a solution for something else, 
but it has since that time been adapted to the cosmetic world. 
It's used to smooth the skin, lift the brow, decrease skin 
oiliness, shrink large pores, and reshape the face. All of these 
can result in a more youthful appearance and healthier looking 
skin.  

In my opinion, the best use is the rejuvenation of the upper 
face used in combination with fillers, which I will discuss in 
greater detail next.  

When selecting a practitioner for Botox, as in any cosmetic 
procedure, attention to detail is critical. For easy Botox cases, 
minimal training, such as a daylong course, is usually 
sufficient. However, to truly understand the use of this agent, 
a practitioner must dedicate years to fully master fillers, 
lasers, and cosmetic correction.  

Personally, I recommend choosing the most qualified 
person in your area. Remember to ask if your doctor teaches 
others on this procedure, as the most experienced experts tend 
to become teachers of others. It also won't hurt to find out if 
your doctor has spoken on Botox at international symposia, or 
written about it in professional publications. The more 
experienced your team, the better hands your skin will be in.  

In general, expect to pay around $500 for each area 
treated. There has been a trend toward low-cost Botox, 
charged by the unit. I personally strongly discourage you to 
steer away from these effective promotions. Low-cost Botox 
practitioners tend to cut corners, and when they do, they often 
produce unhappy results. 
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Tissue-tightening Technologies 

Tissue-tightening technologies issue heat in the form of 
high-intensity ultrasound waves, radio waves, or infrared light 
to tighten and lift the skin of the face and neck without 
surgery. Of course, it has limitations and cannot tighten and 
lift to the extent of more invasive methods.  

Can any noninvasive therapy actually lift and tighten the 
skin? With just one treatment, it is not likely that impressive 
results will be achieved immediately, however, with multiple 
treatments, results can be impressive. I find that patients 
continue to show improvement at least six months after 
treatment. For a noninvasive technology, the results have been 
amazing. 
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Sagging Skin 

Fillers 

If you have wrinkles anywhere on your face or neck, there 
are many exciting advances in cosmetic surgery to help you. 
Known as “fillers," they fill in wrinkles, creases, and 
depressed scars. Many new filler options have come to the 
forefront over the last few years, offering some great options 
and good results. 

NASHA (non-animal stabilized hyaluronic acid) such as; 
Restylane, Teosyl, and Juvederm are well-known examples 
that are based on hyaluronic acid. Its correction lasts for an 
average of nine months in most patients. 
In my experience, patients love the results. I predict filler use 
will escalate, especially in combination therapies. 

Liquid Facelift 

The term “liquid facelift” is a term used by cosmetic 
doctors that employ a variety of techniques to achieve results 
that mimic what can be done through a true surgical facelift.  
More and more patients do not want to go under the knife to 
achieve the youthful results they desire. Botox, fillers, and 
lasers/peels combine to give the patient a fresher look. While 
the results are not permanent, they certainly can achieve 
amazing results. 
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Stubborn Pockets of Fat 

I should make it clear that body sculpting—in particular 
liposuction (also known as suction lipectomy, suction 
lipolysis or liposculpture)—has been my cosmetic specialty 
for much of my career. I encountered it early, adopted it early, 
and have kept abreast of its continuous development. I have 
watched and participated in that development with the greatest 
satisfaction, since body sculpting, at its successful best, is one 
of cosmetic surgery’s most satisfying procedures for patients. 
As a specialist in this area, I hear a lot of stories from patients 
who are battling private anguish about their body shape.  
 
“I’m a police officer, so I keep in shape. But I hate going to 
the gym and having guys say stuff like, “Buy a bra, Bob.” I’m 
tough as nails but I hate my breasts. Men’s boobs “moobs”— 
yech!”  
 
“I’m a hairstylist. I hate going to work because my clients rub 
against my belly when I cut their hair. You can rub the 
Buddha’s belly, but not mine.”  
 
“I tried so hard to make my marriage work with an ex who 
called me fat and ugly. So, when I got my settlement, I knew 
the first thing I was going to do was get liposuction. I really 
wanted to make his new girlfriend jealous, and I knew I could 
look better than her.”  

 
“It really is embarrassing. I try to eat properly and exercise, 
but I don’t see results.”  
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 “I’m a professional trainer. I work out with my clients every 
day, sometimes twelve hours a day. But as I work out, my fat 
shows more. I really have “abs of steel” under the fat. They 
just don’t show.”  
 
“I’m 78 years old but feel 20. I’ve outlived three husbands. 
You know what they say, ‘Just because there is snow on the 
roof doesn’t mean there’s no fire in the furnace.’ It’s now my 
turn. I deserve to look good when I go to the symphony. I want 
to look the way I feel.”  
 
“I could keep my weight off until I injured my knee and 
couldn’t exercise any more. The inches just came on.” “I wish 
I could turn back the clock and wear that little black dress 
again!”  
 

Let’s look at the techniques that offer solutions to the 
problems.  

Liposuction (Lipoplasty, Suction Lipolysis)  

Liposuction is the removal of stubborn excess fat from the 
body by using a suction apparatus and cannulas—small, thin, 
blunt-tipped tubes. In traditional liposuction, the cannulas are 
inserted through tiny incisions in the skin. Fat is suctioned out 
through the cannulas as the doctor moves the cannula around 
under the skin to target specific fat deposits. There has been a 
continuous series of advances in liposuction techniques—
tumescent liposuction, power-assisted liposuction, laser 
lipolysis, and ultrasound-assisted liposuction. I describe them 
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in further detail in my book, What Every Person Needs to 
Know About Liposuction. 

Tumescent Liposuction  

Tumescent liposuction was for years considered the safest 
and most effective liposuction technique, with the quickest 
recovery time. In tumescent liposuction, a large amount of an 
anesthetic solution containing lidocaine and epinephrine is 
injected into the fatty tissue before traditional liposuction is 
performed. The solution makes the fat expand and become 
firmer, which allows the cannula to move more smoothly 
under the skin. It also causes the blood vessels to shrink 
temporarily (vasoconstriction), which greatly reduces blood 
loss during the procedure.  

Laser-Assisted Liposuction (laser lipolysis, 
SmartLipo®, Thin Lipo)  

The benefits of laser-assisted liposuction are that the laser 
melts the fat before suctioning is done, thus decreasing 
trauma. As a bonus, it also contracts loose skin. The end result 
for the patient is less downtime and improved results.  
“Smart laser liposuction” is a technical advance that has 
permitted the application of liposuction to even more refined 
cosmetic effects.  

Ultrasonic Lypolysis 

This is a technique using focused ultrasound to remove fat 
cells, which are then vacuumed away, as in other types of 
liposuction. Approved in many countries, it has yielded good 
to very good results in some hands, not so good in others. 
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Your careful investigation of prospective surgeons is key to 
your satisfaction.  



 

 

 

Liposuction: A Final Word  

Since its introduction in the 1980s, liposuction has been 
made more effective and safer with the invention of the 
“tumescent” technique, which involves the injection of fluid 
containing local anesthetics, the ultrasonic-assisted and 
external ultrasonic techniques, and the “laser lypolysis” 
techniques that effectively dissolve the fat before it is 
suctioned away. These are all relatively recent developments, 
and many surgeons and patients have contributed to the 
relatively safe and highly effective procedure performed 
today. I owe much to them and to the tools they helped 
develop, such as a laser lipolysis unit. Yet even with all of this 
advancement, no matter how sophisticated, one huge factor 
overwhelms all others: the skill of advanced cosmetic tools is 
only as good as the hands and experience of the surgeon who 
guides them. Liposuction is not a procedure casually taught to 
office assistants. It is a hand-and-eye skill acquired through 
patient learning and should only be exercised by an 
accomplished surgeon.  
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Liposuction is not for everyone. It is not a substitute for a 
good diet and a healthy exercise regimen. But many people 
whose lifestyles are beyond reproach are still left with 
stubborn areas of fat. They inherited them, to be blunt. As in 
the patients’ stories I recounted earlier, these are the right 
folks for liposuction. They should have chosen their parents 
more wisely.  

I encourage you to get a copy of my book, What Every 
Person Should Know About Liposuction. In there, I give you 
the top 10 questions you should ask before choosing a surgeon 
to perform liposuction. 

Liposuction does not have the field to itself. Because it is a 
moderately invasive surgical technique, it has had its share of 
complications in the past and is still approached with 
trepidation by some patients. Clearly, procedures that would 
be less invasive but still effective stand to make a strong 
appeal. This is a development parallel to the revolutionary 
changes in facial surgery—techniques such as threads and 
various fillers—that represent a move down a less risky road 
toward less spectacular results.  

Thermal Lipolysis (Lyposonix)  

This new technique heats the fat compartment from the 
outside by using high-intensity focused ultrasound. The fat is 
claimed to literally “melt away”—while it is not the large 
volumes that liposuction is capable of removing, it is enough 
to make a significant difference in appearance. It’s too soon to 
line up with definite claims for this approach, but it is 
essentially non-surgical and, therefore, non-invasive. Like so 
many techniques, it is a work in progress.  
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Low Energy Lasers (Lapex 2000, Zerona)  

Rather like thermal lipolysis, these machines target fat 
cells from outside the body and make them leaky, so that the 
body can absorb the fat. They work temporarily and require 
some degree of maintenance therapies.  

Mesotherapy (LipoDissolve, Injection Lipolysis)  

Mesotherapy employs medications that break down the fat-
cell membrane and let the fat escape the cell. It is a simpler, 
less invasive technique than liposuction—and for some 
purposes, more effective. The medications are injected into 
the mesoderm—the middle (fat) layer of the skin. Once 
broken down, the displaced fat enters the bloodstream, where 
it is either burned as energy or excreted. An improved form of 
mesotherapy, called “lipodissolve,” uses more effective 
medications.  

Like many things, mesotherapy got its beginning in other 
areas of medicine. Dr. Michel Pistor was among the first to 
use it to treat sports injuries. It evolved to where it is used in 
cosmetic surgery to treat unwanted fat deposits and cellulite 
and rejuvenate the skin.  

There’s no doubt that mesotherapy is somewhat 
controversial and its effectiveness hasn’t been established by 
gold-standard clinical trials. However, the most serious 
accusations appear to arise from improper use and unsafe 
chemical agents. It is a useful technique for treating small 
areas of fat and some cases of cellulite. It certainly can be 
painful, and there is the possible side effect of edema. 
Nonetheless, I use it in my practice, and I believe it has its 
rightful place in any cosmetic doctor’s armentarium.  
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CoolSculpting (Cryolipolysis)  

CoolSculpting™ (or more formally, cryolipolysis) was 
developed by Zeltiq Aesthetics, Inc., a medical device 
company based in Pleasanton, California and established in 
2005. Cryolipolysis was created by Drs. R. Rox Anderson and 
Dieter Manstein of Harvard Medical School and the Illman 
Center for Photomedicine at Massachusetts General Hospital 
in Boston, MA. Their initial work, first published in the peer-
review professional journal Lasers in Surgery and Medicine, 
proved that subcutaneous fat cells are naturally more 
vulnerable to the effects of cold than are skin, nerve, and 
muscle tissues and that it is possible to trigger natural cell 
death (apoptosis) by delivering cooling through the skin’s 
surface. So-called “precise energy extraction” or “selective 
cryolipolysis” is basically used to injure only fat cells without 
damaging the overlying skin. It is postulated that the 
mechanisms at work include crystallization of lipids within fat 
cells, and the technique’s effectiveness appears to be limited 
to discrete fat bulges. This is a very new procedure, not as yet 
widely available. Nonetheless, keep an eye on cryolipolysis. 
Such relatively non-invasive approaches seem to be the 
future.  

Endermologie (also Veloshape)  

The endermologie procedure was invented in France in the 
mid-1980s by Louis Paul Guitay, a French engineer who was 
receiving manual physical therapy to soften contracted scars 
he was left with after an accident. To standardize and 
facilitate the work of the therapist, he developed a mechanical 
device based on the principles of manual skin rolling. It paired 
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a computer-driven handheld massaging head that delivered 
intermittent suction and rolling to the area being treated, as 
well as to the sub-adja-cent soft tissue. Subsequently, it was 
found to diminish cellulite, and that’s where it really became 
popular. I was introduced to this technique by the late Jeffrey 
Arenswald of Las Vegas, Nevada. It uses suction-assisted 
massage to help reduce cellulite and recontour the body. 
Whatever its mechanism, it’s often a useful adjunct to 
liposuction because it can reduce the irregularities sometimes 
left by that procedure. In my view, endermologie has a place 
in the temporary and longer-term treatment of cellulite, but to 
achieve the best results, maintenance is necessary. 
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Unsightly Cellulite 

I’ve given cellulite its own section because in several 
respects it’s a special case. The truth is, I’ve had little by way 
of effective treatment for the bumpy, orange-peel-like fat that 
has discouraged and distressed women for so long: cellulite 
or, less appealingly, “cottage cheese thighs.” The effect is 
produced by normal fat pushing up through the connective 
tissue that formerly kept it distributed beneath the skin. I liken 
cellulite to an overstuffed mattress or two pounds of fat in a 
one pound net bag, the dimpling occurring as the cords pull 
things down and extra fat rises to make those bumps. 
Genetics, total body fat, and age are all contributive factors, 
but the fact is I don’t yet understand the precise mechanism 
responsible for the development of this cosmetic nuisance.  

Insofar as treatment for cellulite, good cosmetic practitioners 
have wisely advised their clients to diet and exercise, but as 
I’ve seen from some of our patients’ liposuction stories earlier 
in this book, diet and exercise are often not enough to 
eliminate stubborn fat.  

The same is true of cellulite. Lotions and potions have 
proved frankly useless. A much-touted medication failed to 
stand up in clinical trials. Endermologie combined with 
mesotherapy produces some improvement of cellulite, and I 
personally have offered this combination as the best 
technology available.  
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Cellulaze, the recently developed laser technique, may offer a low-
risk and effective approach to the treatment of cellulite. Here an 

un-retouched before and after suggests the potential. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Liposuction, even the laser-assisted SmartLipo, although it 

removes fat, often has the effect of making cellulite worse 
because the skin remains loose and the “net” of cords remain 
in place. A difficult surgical procedure called subscision that 
involves actually cutting the cords has been shown to work 
but is obviously very difficult to apply over extensive areas.  

I’ve gone into this detail to make my point that when a 
cosmetic problem is so complex, the patient’s only protection 
is the doctor’s integrity, candor, and good will. You can’t 
afford to be paying for procedures that won’t work or at least 
won’t work as well as described. I believe patients should 
have reasonable expectations of the results they receive before 
they invest their money.  

But the cellulite story doesn’t necessarily have an unhappy 
ending. As I know, cosmetic technologies are in a constant 
state of evolution, and in 2011, I sat down with Dr. Bruce 
Katz of New York City, the man who first introduced me to 
SmartLipo.  http://tinyurl.com/ova3r5t 
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Bruce described to my listeners the latest advances in 
Smart-Lipo—changes in light frequency and in the way the 
laser light is directed from the tip of the optical fiber—that 
now allow surgeons to remove fat from all levels in one 
procedure and cut the cords that create the cellulite effect.  
Bruce has been among those conducting FDA trials with this 
new Cellulaze technology. From some of the comments by 
other physicians I’ve interviewed, Cellulaze shows huge 
promise in eliminating extensive cellulite. 
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Varicose Veins 

Varicose veins are not in themselves a disease, but rather a 
symptom of a disease called “superficial venous insufficiency 
of lower extremities.” The muscles of the legs return blood to 
the heart against the force of gravity and tiny valves—“leaf-
lets”—prevent backflow of the blood. Only about ten percent 
of blood return is handled by the superficial veins that are 
near the surface, and it is these veins that are most subject to 
high pressure when standing.  

The standard treatment for varicose veins was surgically 
stripping out the affected veins (ligation), a potentially painful 
procedure with some risk. Today, other techniques have 
largely replaced stripping.  

Sclerotherapy  

Sclerotherapy is a procedure for the treatment of small 
varicose veins and spider veins, which are closely related. A 
chemical is injected into a vein to damage and scar the interior 
lining of the vein, which causes it to close. The blood is 
returned by the larger, interior veins. As a procedure, 
sclerotherapy is far less likely to produce complications.  
If you’re considering sclerotherapy, your number one question 
should be, “Is this the doctor’s specialty?” 

Endovenous Laser Therapy (EVLT)  

Here I meet again our friends, the lasers, even more 
satisfactory in many cases of varicosity than sclerotherapy. 
The word “laser” is an acronym for “light amplification by 
stimulated emission of radiation.” Through a chemical 
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process, a beam of light of a single wavelength is produced 
and can be aimed and tuned to affect a specific target and not 
others. Lasers selectively treat blood vessels by using specific 
wavelengths of red and sometimes blue light. The EVLT 
procedure uses a minimally invasive “en-dovenous”—literally 
“within the vein”—laser and is a clinically proven alternative. 
It requires no general anesthesia and offers minimal risk and 
shorter recovery time. The EVLT procedure uses the latest 
generation of EVLT catheter, a laser fiber inserted directly 
into the faulty vein under local anesthesia. The laser delivers a 
precise dose of energy into the vein wall, collapsing it. This 
process, called ablation, cures the condition and diverts blood 
flow to nearby functional veins. The resulting increased 
circulation significantly reduces the symptoms of varicose 
veins and improves their surface appearance.   

EVLT combines a number of skills, and I am grateful to 
Dr. Chao Yu, whose vascular surgery practice is in Edmonton, 
for offering me the benefit of his experience. The most 
challenging part of EVLT for the surgeon is the first step, 
canulizing the vein. The second step, injecting the 
tumescentanesthetic, requires ultrasound skill as a visual aid. 
Unless your surgeon is a radiologist, he or she will need to 
hire an ultrasonographer. As with so many cosmetic 
procedures, the more experienced a practitioner is, the better 
the results are likely to be. Expect to pay somewhere between 
$2,000 and $4,000.  
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Unwanted Hair 

There are a few medical issues with excessive hair, but 
once they are ruled out, this is truly one of mankind’s oldest 
and largest cosmetic complaints. Men have been shaving hair 
from their faces in various cultures and during various periods 
for thousands of years. The record as it pertains to women is 
less complete—not surprising since, except for their heads, 
women generally have far less hair.  

There are four popular approaches to lessening or 
removing unwanted hair:  

 
1. shaving 
2. chemical depilatories 
3. electrolysis 
4. lasers 

Electrolysis  

Electrolysis (which is the actual mechanism, the practice is 
properly called “electrology”) remains popular and is a highly 
effective and permanent method of hair removal. It may 
employ electricity (“galvanic electrolysis”), or microwave 
energy (“thermolysis”), or a mix of the two, administered 
through a hair-fine probe inserted in the follicle. Over a period 
of several years, the electrolysis process can permanently 
remove hair.  

Laser Hair Removal  

Lasers are becoming the approach of choice because they 
are easier, less painful, and less tedious than electrolysis, 
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though the results may be less complete and less permanent. 
The cautions I offer to those looking for a laser hair treatment 
are those I apply generally to laser procedures. 

I personally began to do laser hair removal in the early 
1990s. The lasers were primitive compared to those of today, 
and in order to work, a dark carbon had to be applied to the 
skin. Now I have learned to target the hairs while preserving 
the skin with dynamic cooling equipment. The impact: better 
results, fewer complications. Nonetheless, laser hair removal 
is not complication free. As always, the buyer must be aware.  
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Hair Loss 

That’s people for you, isn’t it? If you’re not trying to get 
rid of hair, you’re trying to grow it. Of course, the hair that 
nature is most inclined to get rid of forever is the very hair 
we’d like to keep: our top locks.  

Hair loss may be due to causes other than the purely 
genetic—androgenetic alopecia, as inherited male pattern 
baldness is technically called when it happens to men. 
Metabolic, autoimmune, or infectious causes are all possible. 
Thyroid disease, hormonal imbalances, alopecia areata (an 
autoimmune disease), scalp infections, skin diseases, 
medications (for cancer, arthritis, high blood pressure, 
depression, and heart problems), physical or mental shock, 
certain hair styles, and emotional issues: any of them can 
cause hair loss. It’s clearly important to seek an expert 
medical opinion before embarking on a course of treatment. 
But bear in mind that hair restoration products have been 
flogged to the vulnerable public since time immemorial, so 
curb your expectations and proceed with caution.  

Finasteride and Minoxidil  

These medications are FDA approved for the stabilization 
of hair loss or restoration of lost hair in cases of common or 
garden variety, genetically determined, male-pattern baldness. 
Sold under numerous trade names including Rogaine/Regaine, 
Vanarex, Mintop, Loniten, Proscar, and Propecia, they are 
generally more effective when hair loss is not too advanced. 
Their effects wear off within months of stopping use of the 
medication. Anyone considering using these products should 
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seek medical advice and follow-up. A review of the possible 
adverse side effects is sobering.  

Low Laser Light Therapy (LLLT)  

I encountered LLLT back in our discussion about treating 
aging and damaged skin. But based on a number of small 
studies and one good double-blind study in 2009, evidence 
has emerged that low-energy laser light in the red part of the 
spectrum can help stimulate hair growth in men and women 
with pattern baldness. The mechanism is not yet fully 
understood, but there is some evidence that the laser light 
reverses the programmed cell death of the hair follicles. There 
are hand-held laser devices for home use, and the therapy is 
also available in medical settings. In either case, results are 
achieved through multiple sessions over months and sustained 
through maintenance use. Physicians may also use LLLT in 
conjunction with hair transplantation.  

PRP (Platelet Rich Plasma) 

Recently, human blood has been purified in such a way 
that its plasma, which contains platelets, can be injected into 
the skin. Several good studies have shown it can improve hair 
growth, improve and hasten scar correction, and help 
rejuvenation. 

For hair, it stimulates hair growth and thickens existing 
hair. In tranplants, it seems to make the hairs transplanted 
increase their hair growth and take rate.  
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Surgical Hair Transplants  

Hair transplantation is the apex of hair loss therapy. In 
expert hands, it can be a one-time fix that lasts for many years 
and may only be evident later if more hair is lost from the 
adjacent un-transplanted areas. The techniques have evolved 
continuously, like so many others in cosmetic medicine, and 
today’s ultra-refined follicular unit hair transplantation 
(follicular units are the tiny natural groupings on hair 
follicles), with over fifty grafts per square centimeter, is the 
present gold standard. There is very little discomfort or 
downtime.  

It goes without saying that hair transplantation is an 
advanced surgical technique that is best performed by highly 
trained and skilled surgeons. Hair loss treatment in general is 
highly specialized, and it’s worth your time to search for the 
best. You want a doctor who shares information, 
communicates readily, and has a history of getting results. 
You also want a doctor who can (and will) acknowledge that 
these can be difficult procedures but can demonstrate that his 
or her team has perfected the ones they use. You want a 
doctor who has done hundreds to thousands of cases. You 
want a doctor, as always, who can manage your expectations. 
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Tattoo Removal 

I see a lot of tattoos these days, which leaves some to 
wonder why something so permanent is so fashion-based and 
impulsive in origin. Fortunately, in these days of the laser, 
tattoos can usually be completely or almost completely erased 
with four to thirty sessions of treatment using a high energy 
Nd/YAG, Alexandrite, or ruby laser over several weeks or 
months. There are sometimes residual pigmentation effects 
after treatment. I’ve described elsewhere how I did this for 
years on a pro bono basis to help former prostitutes and gang 
members escape a past they no longer wanted. There are 
many lasers that can remove tattoos, but no single system can 
remove all tattoos. Recently, multiple lasers are being sold to 
doctors in one box to help them obtain optimal results. And 
more recently, lasers with smaller bursts of energy (known as 
pico-second lasers) have been shown to increase the rate at 
which they can remove tattoos. 
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Scars 

I see patients who hate their scars. “I was so ashamed. I 
had horrific acne when I was a kid. It left my face horribly 
scarred. I know people thought I was from another planet by 
the way they looked at me.”  

 
Modern cosmetic dermatology has permitted the remarkable  

amelioration of traumatic scar damage. Courtesy Dr. Jill Waibel. 

 
“When I was in a car accident, I was thrown through the 
windshield. My forehead literally exploded, and I needed 114 
sutures to close it. I guess I was lucky, but every time I look in 
the mirror I see these horrendous scars.”  
 
“When I was a kid, I did a very foolish thing and slashed my 
wrist. I still get depressed when I look at them.”  
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Whether scars have come about because of an accident, 
cystic acne, or some other cause, they can inflict 
psychological stress. Patients may feel everyone stares at 
them when they enter a room. They may blame the scars for 
their failure to find a job or meet a mate. They may believe 
the scars simply make them look ugly. Without a doubt, they 
do tend to make people feel self-conscious.  

Treating unsightly scars is an important part of cosmetic 
practice that was once the sole province of the plastic surgeon. 
Scars may be red with lots of blood vessels, colored (meaning 
they contain greater numbers of pigment cells than 
surrounding tissues), elevated or keloidal because of too much 
scar tissue, or depressed below surrounding tissue. Cosmetic 
doctors who treat scars must know how to target all these 
elements. The scope of this book doesn’t allow me to detail 
the many techniques and procedures that can be employed, 
except to say that fillers, grafting, resurfacing, laser, radiation, 
steroid injections, Botox injections, and surgery all have a 
place. A doctor approaches a scar with one result in mind: 
cosmetic improvement. To get there, he takes the component 
of the scar firmly in hand: the color, the scar type, the 
elevation, the texture. Then he uses all the tools in his saddle 
bag to address them. Since there isn’t a single approach, I 
can’t provide you with a single set of guidelines, except to say 
that, like all the procedures in this book, results will vary. The 
biggest and most important variable is your choice of a 
cosmetic doctor.  

I recommend you ask the doctor if you will receive one 
treatment or a series of treatments. Ask what the chances are 
that these treatments will be successful. Don’t be afraid to ask 
how many scar corrections of this type the doctor has done 
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and whether you can talk to someone who has had the 
procedure. 

Mole or Tag Removal  

The removal of benign skin lesions—lumps and bumps 
more properly called seborrheic keratoses, benign intradermal 
nevi, skin tags, sebaceous hyperplasia, dermatosa papulosa 
nigra and others—is the most common cosmetic procedure of 
all. The techniques vary from liquid nitrogen to laser to actual 
surgery, and cost is relatively low, but as a patient, you must 
bear two points in mind:  

Probably less than ten percent of moles are malignant, but 
even your G.P. may not always be able to reliably distinguish 
harmless from harmful. Given that one type of malignant 
mole is the deadly skin cancer, melanoma, take your concerns 
to your dermatologist. In SkinWorks, I discuss how to 
recognize skin lesions that should arouse your suspicions.  

Second, the removal of moles without leaving an unsightly 
scar is expert work. Sometimes it’s almost impossible. That’s 
why it’s so important to find a surgeon who’s concerned first 
and foremost about you, not just ready to do whatever you 
want if you pay the fee. Ask how he or she plans to do the 
removal. Ask about the risks. Ask if your doctor can 
guarantee no scarring. That's a trick question: no one can.  

These are ten of the most popular rejuvenation procedures. 
As you can see, none come with a 100 percent guarantee. All 
have some level of risk, even the most minor and small 
procedures. They will also vary in price—from one procedure 
to another, as well as varying prices for the same procedure 
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from one doctor to another. It's also important to note that no 
two procedures are identical because every person has 
different problems and different skin. The results people 
desire also may differ considerably. That said, use the 
information in this book to become informed, learn which 
procedures and treatments are appropriate for you based on 
the results you want to obtain. Then take that information with 
you as you seek a qualified doctor who has the experience to 
perform your rejuvenation procedure in the safest and most 
effective manner. Don't be surprised if you need to return for 
follow-up care or treatment. It's all part and parcel of creating 
the best results and those that will last the longest. 

It's not miracle science, but it is a science. And qualified, 
experienced doctors are most able to leave you with the 
results you want without unexpected complications or 
expense. 
 

 



 

 

 

Chapter 5 

What to Expect 
From Your Procedure





 

 

hen it comes to rejuvenation, many people 
think that cosmetic surgery is a miracle cure. 
However, it is important for you to understand 

what can be done with rejuvenation or what can't be. For 
example, I can't always tighten loose skin. Many times I can, 
and many times I cannot. If the skin is too loose, a procedure 
such as the face lift where some of the skin is removed 
actually needs to be done. The effects can be amazing, but 
that doesn't mean that it is a miracle cure.  

What rejuvenation can do is basically rejuvenate the area 
slowly and wonderfully for you.  

With rejuvenation, many people can take a couple of years 
off their life. The effects are more natural and subtle, but the 
improvements are still quite noticeable. Many people will be 
able to go about their regular activities without much 
downtime, which is a huge advantage. Insofar as recovering 
and healing, one of the biggest questions I get from my 
patients is, "How soon will I feel normal?" I'm always happy 
to tell them that the vast majority of patients who have any 
rejuvenation procedure done are back to work within a very 
short period of time, usually in a matter of days. Most of the 
procedures are what I call a long weekend procedure. People 
get them done on a Thursday or Friday and are usually back at 
work by Monday or Tuesday.  

 

W 





 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 





 

 

Will it be painful?  

Pain is a very individual experience, and while most 
procedures are pretty painless, everybody has different 
degrees of pain. Please be honest with your doctor and talk to 
him during the cosmetic procedure. Pain medications can be 
given that really give a person a great result with very few 
problems. But again, make sure your doctor knows if you're 
experiencing discomfort so he/she can help.  

Will I bruise?  

Swelling and bruising are possible. You may have deep 
bruising or swelling for at least a few days following surgery. 
This is a good thing because this is your body's mechanism to 
help warn you about further damage 

Will I need to bring someone with me to drive me home?  

That often depends on the type of procedure you’re having 
done. The more extensive the procedure(s), the more likely it 
is that you will need someone to drive you home after the 
procedure. Your doctor should give you instruction 
beforehand. 

Can I eat before having a procedure?  

Some doctors require this. Other doctors do not. 
Frequently, I find it better for people to eat before a procedure 
than not. In the case of getting a facial rejuvenation (with 
Botox® and fillers), I also recommend eating ice cream 
beforehand. 
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Infection and stitches: It is often a practice to use 
antibiotics after a procedure to help fight possible 
infection?  

If your procedure required stitches, your doctor will want 
to have you look at your incisions to ensure that they are 
healing properly. He/she will tell you when to get the stitches 
out and will help with that. If your incisions are not healing 
properly, antibiotics may be prescribed.  

Will there be scarring?  

Scars should be minimal, and your surgeon will take care 
to hide your incisions in such a way that any scarring is not 
visible. If there is scarring afterwards, please talk to your 
doctor about it. No qualified doctor can guarantee no scarring, 
but certainly your doctor will try to minimize as much 
scarring as possible.  

Will there be itching during the healing process?  

Itching is often part of the healing process and not a bad 
sign.  

When can I resume sexual intercourse?  

It depends on the extent and location of the work 
performed. If your treatment is only on your chin, knees, or 
arms, it may only take a couple of days or until you are 
comfortable, but if it's more extensive, it may take a couple of 
weeks. Your doctor can best advise you, based on your 
procedure. 
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Will my diet be restricted?  

Now that you've taken this big step to achieving a beautiful 
healthy body, you'll want to maintain good nutrition and a 
healthy diet. Good health goes hand in hand with healthy, 
hydrated skin.  

Will it be necessary for follow-up visits?  

Policies regarding follow-up visits vary from surgeon to 
surgeon. Following your surgery, you may be able to go home 
after just 30 minutes, depending on the extent of the work 
you've had done. Your surgeon may want to see you and 
discuss with you the necessity for follow-up visits.  

What should I look for in a good rejuvenation doctor?  

Most good rejuvenation doctors will be able to answer 
your questions very well. The doctor will be able to tell you 
about the procedure, show you what can be done, and walk 
you through the procedure with very little problems. I think 
these are very important aspects of a cosmetic surgeon's 
relationship with the patient. If your doctor does not want to 
answer these questions, I think you should look further.  

What kind of training have you had?  

Your surgeon should be happy to provide you with the 
history of his or her education and qualifications. You should 
be able to access information about the institution they've 
attended and learn something about their reputation. You 
should ask what their specialization was before they became a 
rejuvenation doctor or a cosmetic doctor. Your doctor should 
tell you of the professional path that led them to become a 
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specialist in the area that he is currently working. Below, I've 
included some questions you can ask your doctor to make 
yourself comfortable with his/her background, experience, 
and practice.  

Would you perform a rejuvenation of a family member?  

Before you commit, you should know that your doctor will 
treat all patients the same. Family or not, all patients will 
receive the same care and attention. Some doctors do not 
operate on members of their own family because it could be 
considered unethical in many situations. However, if they 
have, they can share the results that their family members 
have received.  

Can expectations be mapped?  

It is very important that you have realistic expectations for 
your surgery. It is equally important that your doctor is honest 
in addressing those expectations. If your surgeon tells you that 
you are going to have instant perfect results, as tempting as 
that might sound, you should really look elsewhere. Your 
doctor should be willing to discuss your goals with you and 
should also be able to give you a realistic sense of what you 
can expect.  

Are you listening?  

Your surgeon should listen to your specific questions and 
concerns and respond to them directly. They will provide you 
with the information you need to address your concerns, and I 
think that's very important.  
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Ask yourself if you are comfortable.  

You're going to turn over your body to the hands of your 
surgeon. Only you can honestly decide whether you feel 
comfortable enough to completely trust the person to help you 
achieve your goals.  

May I see the surgical center before the procedure?  

Your surgeon should be proud to show you the facility 
where their procedures will be done. I'm very proud of our 
facility and gladly allow my patients the opportunity to view it 
prior to scheduling any procedure.  

Can I see before and after pictures of other patients?  

The doctor should be glad to show you before and after 
pictures. Ask him or her to share them with you and show you 
what possibly can and cannot be done.  

Is it possible to speak with any former patients? 

You may want to talk to a few patients who have entrusted 
their rejuvenation to this doctor. They should be able to 
reassure you about their professional standards and what they 
do.  

What are the possible complications?  

While complications are rare, you want to know just how 
you handle them if they occur. Can you contact your doctor 
after hours in the event of emergency? How will they treat 
any complications that occur?  
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How many of these procedures have you performed? 

If you want a rejuvenation procedure, I cannot overstress 
the importance of finding a doctor who is experienced. He or 
she doesn't need to have performed hundreds or thousands of 
cases, but you should find a doctor who is a skilled performer.  

Are there hidden costs?  

You need to ask if the price of the procedure covers the lab 
work or post-procedure concerns. Should you expect any?  

Who is your office staff?  

You can word this question any way you want, but you do 
want to know that the doctor's staff will be friendly and 
helpful. The frontline of any medical establishment is the 
office staff. Are they friendly, knowledgeable, and organized? 
Do they make you feel at ease? Do they seem happy to be 
working with the surgeon, are they willing to share literature 
or resources to help you become better informed? While there 
are varying degrees of friendliness and assistance that can be 
offered, you want to feel comfortable asking staff questions or 
asking them to assist you.  

If I change my mind, will you refund my money?  

The surgeon may retain a portion of the fee if you decide 
not to follow through with the procedure. Find out what their 
policies are and make sure you feel at ease in making the 
investment in your new body.  
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Why did you become a cosmetic surgeon?  

Any doctor who has undertaken the rigorous education and 
training required to become a good cosmetic surgeon should 
have a passion for their profession. They should be 
enthusiastic about the opportunity to help transform your body 
and your life and should help you feel safe and excited about 
the next steps. It has always been my impression that great 
cosmetic surgeons also like to help their communities. They 
don't hide anything, including their education and their 
successes. They often give back to their communities, which I 
find is a great key in finding the best of the best. Doctors who 
do great cosmetic surgery also write about their practice, 
experience, and observations. They also produce videos to 
educate people.  
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